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in NBA, money and sex five five. NBA players are a group of rich, though they are rich, but also has high and low points, perhaps it is
because they are raking in cash to their various displays of wealth. Some of these stars help life wealth behavior even somewhat
difficult to understand. 1, Arenas: 6500 dollars a day to feed a pet shark < p > is Washington Wizards, arenas and the team signed
the a total salary of $1.11 billion yuan super fattie about, this also let him immediately from ordinary star to become super rich.
However, after he got a huge contract the usher is endless injuries. After the money, the generals life is extremely luxurious, he even
spent $6500 a day to feed their pet sharks. Tracy: 2, the first private aircraft with NBA player Union as a former top star, McGrady is
extremely popular, and therefore earn a lot of money. In order to facilitate their travel in the world range, Tracy McGrady bought a
private plane, this also let him become the NBA the first to have a private plane of the players. 3, Kobe: take a helicopter to work < p
> T-Mac is not only a player with a private aircraft, if his plane is in order to facilitate a variety of commercial behavior, then Bryant's
luxury is placed in front of the house. In order to avoid traffic jams and save time to work, Kobe even bought a helicopter. 4, Cuban: to
buy a Boeing 757 aircraft < p > compared to players, boss more generous is reasonable. However, such as the Cuban willing to
under the original capital is not much. In order to be able to let his team in the middle of the road trip was more comfortable, Cuban
even bought a Boeing 757 aircraft. 5, Carter: palace like private basketball court < p > in the private mansion set up private
basketball hall, in the big city Cuntucunjin the how luxury, the NBA's many people have private basketball field, which Carter hall is
more luxurious and set as a palace grand, let cock wire fans envy to saliva flow a. 6, Jordan: super luxury spike all star as the God of
basketball, Jordan is not only a good player, but also a good businessman, which makes him a lifetime of money to spend more than
a flower. Then his luxury natural also excels, it is extravagant, the some necessary and not the some necessary are included in which.
Including cinema, bowling alley, tennis court, golf course, surfing swimming pool, of course, the basketball court is also essential to
the natural. It is reported that Jordan's mansion in the total price of about $35 million, spike NBA all star. 7, O'neal: heavy taste like
luxury truck Shaquille - > oni
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